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The union of collaborative canvas and meeting platforms for your enterprise.
Your new Microsoft Surface Hub 2S deserves a flexible and adaptable trolley system that will enhance
any environment. Throughout this flyer we introduce various stand, trolley and wall mounted solutions
for both the 50” and 85” Microsoft Surface Hub 2S.

50” Microsoft Surface Hub 2S
Avecta Trolley.

Order Code

AVHTSURH

£ Ex Vat

comes with dedicated mount

739.30

60kg
MAX

1530mm

Designed exclusively to suit the 50” Microsoft Surface Hub
2S and its rotating screen features. This dedicated one box
solution comes complete with fold down shelf, power socket
and excellent cable management as standard. Adjustable
height to centre of screen; 1250 to 1520mm.
Depth:
600mm

AVHTSURH

875mm

Nest-Star Trolley.

Order Code

NST1

£ Ex Vat

comes with universal PZX3 as standard

1310.50

80kg
MAX

1625mm

Large formet trolley that can be quickly deployed and neatly
stowed. Designed to allow for quick connectivitiy with plenty
of storage for players and PC’s. Adjustable height to centre of
screen; 1450 to 1500mm. Plain mast version only.

Depth:
780mm

NST1

1080mm

Rhobus Stand & Trolley.

Order Code

RH100

£ Ex Vat

comes with universal PZX3 as standard

1148.30

80kg
MAX

1480mm

Premium quality stand that answers all the needs of the
corporate user. Ample capacity for cabling, codecs and other
systems is provided within the central mast. Adjustable height
to centre of screen; 1400 to 1450mm.

Depth:
550mm

RH100

960mm
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85” Microsoft Surface Hub 2S
Dedicated Wall Mount.
Take all the guesswork out of ordering and installing your
screen mount. This dedicated mounts takes into consideration
cable entry and cooling vent positions.
Order Code

PLX3-0492

£ Ex Vat

dedicated for the 85” MSH2S

205.60

120kg
MAX

Avecta Trolley.
This solution offers a stylish design that offers cable
management through the chrome columns. This also offers
simplicity for height adjustment when fixing your screen into
position.
Order Code

£ Ex Vat

TCAVTU

excluding mount

560.30

PLEASE NOTE
The PLX3-0492 will
also need to be
ordered with any of
these stand / trolley
solutions.

120kg
MAX

TCAVTU

Nest-Star Trolley.

COLOURS

Large formet trolley that can be quickly deployed and neatly
stowed. Designed to allow for quick connectivitiy with plenty
of storage for players and PC’s. Adjustable height to centre of
screen; 1450 to 1500mm. Plain mast version only.
Order Code

£ Ex Vat

NST2

excluding mount

1171.70

These solutions are
available in a wide
range of colours.
Get in touch to
discuss your needs.

150kg
MAX

NST2

Rhobus Stand & Trolley.
Premium quality stand that answers all the needs of the
corporate user. Ample capacity for cabling, codecs and other
systems is provided within the central mast. Adjustable height
to centre of screen; 1400 to 1450mm.
Order Code

RH100HD
RFWSHHD
RHHDBDU

£ Ex Vat

heavy duty - excluding mount
floor-to-wall - excluding mount
bolt down - excluding mount

1079.30
845.50
887.47

150kg
MAX

RH100HD

RHBDHD

RHPL100HD

RHPLFW

RFWSHHD

PowaLift Stands.
Electronic control and PowaLift technology combine in these
versatile units. Operated by wireless remote or manual switch,
screens can be commaded to rise of descend smoothly
through 700mm, stopping safely at any point.
Order Code

RHPL100HD
Rhobus - excluding mount
RHPLFW Rhobus floor-to-wall - excluding mount
AVMW9
Avecta floor-to-wall - excluding mount

CALL 01865 767676 NOW
to discuss your requirements

£ Ex Vat

1678.60
1617.85
830.90

150kg
MAX

AVMW9

EMAIL sales@unicol.com NOW
to order or to find our more information

